Legacy Modernization
Achieve up to 30% faster roll out of features
and reduce your application costs by up to
40% with our Legacy Modernization offering
by modernizing your legacy apps to next-gen
technologies.

With businesses across all industries looking to tap into the accelerated change of pace in the digital world,
their success largely depends on the ability of their applications to build innovative capabilities and deliver
them quickly. Legacy Modernization therefore has become the most critical element in unlocking the true
value of digital, but we see clients either hesitant to kick start the journey or unsure to proceed with
modernizing the existing applications.

Platform Driven Methodology for Accelerated Outcomes
Our “Modern ecosystem reference framework” based on our wealth of experience in executing
modernization engagements is used to build an ideal digital transformation roadmap based on the clients’
specific needs. Post this, our unique platform driven methodology executed through an efficient factory
model ensures an optimal end state for each of your applications, after handover. All of this is delivered
through our Re-hosting, Re-engineering, APIzation, SW Migration, Data Modernization and Optimization
services.
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Salient Features
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01

Architecture blue print definition using reverse engineering and imaging tool

02

POD based delivery model for maximized synergies

03

Intensive tool based code quality baselining

04

Open architecture platform integrated with industry standard tools
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Partnerships

Driving Value based Outcomes
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A History full of Successes
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For more information, please reach out to ADMClientOffice@cognizant.com
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About Cognizant
Cognizant (Nasdaq-100:CTSH) is one of the world's leading professional services
companies, transforming clients' business, operating and technology models for
the digital era. Our unique industry-based, consultative approach helps clients
envision, build and run more innovative and efficient businesses. Headquartered in
the U.S., Cognizant is ranked 194 on the Fortune 500 and is consistently listed
among the most admired companies in the world. Learn how Cognizant helps
clients lead with digital at www.cognizant.com or follow us @Cognizant.

